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Abstract. Location based services, one of the promising markets of mobile com-
merce, aims at delivering point of need personalized information. Often, these
services to be delivered are based on the prior knowledge of the profiles of mo-
bile customers and security and privacy policies dictated by them. These policies
may specify revealing the sensitive information of mobile customers (e.g., age,
salary) selectively to specific merchants in return of receiving certain benefits
(e.g., coupons, special discounts, etc.). As a result, the security policies in such
an environment are characterized by spatial and temporal attributes of the mo-
bile customers (location and time), as well as their profile attributes. The focus
of this paper is to efficiently enforce such policies. In this regard, we propose a
unified structure that is capable of indexing mobile customer (mobile object) lo-
cations and their profiles, and the authorizations stating their security and privacy
policies.

1 Introduction

In recent years, mobile phones and wireless PDAs have evolved into wireless terminals
that are Global Positioning System (GPS) enabled. With the expected revenues of mo-
bile commerce to exceed $88 billion by 2009 [12], mobile commerce will soon become
a gigantic market opportunity. The market for location-aware mobile applications, often
known aslocation-based services(LBS), is very promising. LBS is to request usable,
personalized information delivered at the point of need, which includes information
about new or interesting products and services, promotions, and targeting of customers
based on more advanced knowledge of customer profiles and preferences, automatic up-
dates of travel reservations, etc. For example, a LBS provider can be designed to present
users with targeted content such as clothing items on sale, based on prior knowledge of
their profile, preferences and/or knowledge of their current location, such as proximity
to a shopping mall [13]. Additionally, LBS can provide nearby points of interests based
on the real-time location of the mobile customer, advising of current conditions such as
traffic and weather, deliver personalized, location-aware, and context-sensitive advertis-
ing, again based on the mobile customer profiles and preferences. Whether such LBS is
delivered in a “push” or “pull” fashion, service providers require access to customers’
preference profiles either through a proprietary database or use an arrangement with an
LBS provider, who matches customer profiles to vendor offerings [11].
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In order to implement such services, customization and personalization based on
the location information, customer profiles and preferences, and vendor offerings are
required. This is because, to be effective, targeted advertising should not overwhelm
the mobile consumers and must push information only to a certain segment of mobile
consumers based on their preferences and profiles, and based on certain marketing crite-
ria. Obviously, these consumers should be targeted only if they are in the location where
the advertisement is applicable at the time of the offer. It is important to note here that
user profile information may include both sensitive and non-sensitive attributes such as
name, address, linguistic preference, age group, income level, marital status, education
level, etc. Certain segment of mobile consumers are willing to trade-off privacy by shar-
ing such sensitive data with selective merchants, either to benefit from personalization
or to receive incentives offered by the merchants. Therefore, it is important that the
sensitive profile information is revealed to the respective merchants only on the need-
to-know basis. For example, a security policy may specify that a customer is willing to
reveal his age in order to enjoy a 20% discount coupon offered on sports clothing. But
he is willing to do this only during the evening hours and while close to the store. As
a result, the security policies in such an environment are characterized by spatial and
temporal attributes of the mobile customers (location and time), as well as their profile
attributes.

A trusted LBS service provider can ensure that the customer’s security policy is
enforced without revealing the real identity of the customer to the merchant. Thus, an
appropriate access control mechanism must be in place to enforce the authorization
specifications reflecting the above security and privacy needs.

Traditionally, access policies are specified as a set of authorizations, where each au-
thorization states if a given subject possesses privileges to access an object. Considering
the basic authorization specification〈subject, object, privilege〉, in a mobile environ-
ment, a moving object can be a subject, an object, or both. Access requests in such an
environment can typically be onpast, presentand future status of the moving objects
[2, 3]. Serving an access request requires to search for the desired moving objects that
satisfy the query, as well as enforce the security policies. The focus of this paper is to
address the problem of efficiently enforcing such security policies.

Enforcing security policies often degrades the performance of a system. One way
to alleviate the problem is to efficiently organize the mobile objects as well as autho-
rizations. An index scheme for moving object data and user profiles has been proposed
by Atluri et al. [7], but this does not consider authorizations. Recently, Atluri and Guo
[4] have proposed a unified index structure calledSTPR-tree in which authorizations
are carefully overlaid on a moving object index structure (TPR-tree) [6], based on their
spatiotemporal parameters. One main limitation of theSTPR-tree is that it is not ca-
pable of maintaining past information. As a result, it cannot support queries based on
past location and security policies based ontracking of mobile users. More recently,
Atluri and Shin [5], present an index structure, called SPPF -tree, which maintains past,
present and future positions of the moving objects along with authorizations by em-
ploying thepartial persistent storage. An index structure has been proposed to index
authorizations ensuring that the customer profile information be disclosed to the mer-
chants based on the choice of the customers [1]. However, this provides separate index
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structures for data and authorizations, and therefore is not a unified index. In essence,
none of the previously proposed unified indexing schemes support security policy en-
forcement based on the profiles of the mobiles users.

In this paper, we present an index structure, called SSTP -tree, which maintains au-
thorizations along with present and future locations as well as profiles of moving ob-
jects. In particular, we build on the concepts of the TPR-tree [6] and modify the node
structure of the tree to hold profile information. Then, authorizations are overlaid suit-
ably on the nodes of the tree. In order to support the profile information, we propose a
Profile Bounding Vector (PV B) which works similar to Minimum Bounding Rectan-
gle (MBR) in the R-tree family. We demonstrate how the SSTP -tree can be constructed
and maintained, and provide algorithms to process access requests. Our analysis shows
that under normal circumstances, SSTP -tree performs better than utilizing two separate
indexes (one for moving objects and another for profile). More specifically, if the data
size of aPV B is small enough so that the minimum number of the data (or children)
that a leaf node (or non-leaf node) is the same between the SSTP -tree and the separate
index structures, the analysis shows that our tree performs better.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces preliminaries such as user
profiles and the TPR-tree. In section 3, moving object authorization model is presented,
and in section 4, we present our approach, called SSTP -tree, and section 5 illustrates our
approach and strategy to evaluate user requests. Also, theoretical analysis is presented.
In section 6, we conclude the paper by providing some insights into our future research
in this area.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we present the preliminary concepts on building an index structure for
moving objects and profiles.

2.1 Moving Objects

Representation of Moving Objects:Let the set of moving objects beO = {o1, o2, . . . ,
ok}. In thed-dimensional space, objects are specified as points which move with con-
stant velocityv̄ = {v1, v2, . . . , vd} and initial locationx̄ = {x1, x2, . . . , xd}. The
positionx̄(t) of an object at future timet(t ≥ tc) can be computed through the linear
function of time,x̄(t) = x̄(t0)+ v̄(t−t0) wheret0 is the initial time,tc the current time
andx̄(t0) the initial position. Considering a two-dimensional space, a moving objectoi

moving in〈x, y〉 space can be represented as follows:oi = ((xi, vix), (yi, viy )).

Time Parameterized Bounding Rectangle (tpbr): Given a set of moving objectsO
= {o1, . . . , on} in the time interval[t0, t0 + δt] in 〈x, y, t〉 space, thetpbr of O is a
3-dimensional bounding trapezoid which bounds all the moving objects inO during the
entire time interval[t0, t0 + δt] in the following way:

tpbr(O) = {(x`, xa, y`, ya), (v`x , vax , v`y , vay )} where ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
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Fig. 2. Thetpbr Hierarchy

x` = x`(t0) = mini{xi(t0)} v`x = mini{vix}
xa = xa(t0) = maxi{xi(t0)} vax = maxi{vix}
y` = y`(t0) = mini{yi(t0)} v`y = mini{viy}
ya = ya(t0) = maxi{yi(t0)} vay = maxi{viy

}

Then, we can compute the bounding rectangles thattpbr covers with respect to
time. The bounding rectangle’s x-axis interval and y-axis interval at timet are defined
as [x`(t), xa(t)] = [x`(t0) + v`x (t − t0), xa(t0) + vax (t − t0)] and [y`(t), ya(t)] =
[y`(t0) + v`y (t− t0), ya(t0) + vay (t− t0)] respectively.

Time Horizon (H): Given a moving object, it is unrealistic to assume that its velocity
remains constant. Therefore, the predicted future location of a object specified as a
linear function of time becomes less and less accurate as time elapses [6]. To address
this issue, atime horizonH is defined, which represents the time interval during which
the velocities of the moving objects assumed to be the same. Figure 1 shows howtpbr
bounds the trajectory of two moving objectso1 ando2 in [t0, t0 + H].

The Tree Structure: Given a set oftpbrs, they can be organized in a hierarchical struc-
ture. In figure 2,tpbr C enclosestpbrs A and B. These three can be organized as a
hierarchical structure with A and B being the children of C, Essentially, at the bottom-
most level of the hierarchy, a set of moving objects could be grouped to formtpbrs.
Eachtpbr of the next higher level is the boundingtpbr of the set oftpbrs of all of its
children. The root of the hierarchy is thus the boundingtpbr covering all its lower level
tpbrs in a recursive manner.

2.2 User Profiles

We assume user profile as a set of attributes associated with a mobile customer that
characterizes the user. These attributes may include (1) demographic information (e.g.
country, race, age, gender, etc.), (2) contact information (e.g., name, address, zip code,
telephone number, e-mail, etc.), (3) personal preferences (e.g., hobbies, favorite activi-
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Fig. 3.Profile Attribute Discretization

ties, favorite magazines, etc.), and (4) behavioral profile (e.g., level of activity, type of
activity, etc.)1

Let the set of profile attributes under consideration beP = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. We
assume the profile of each useru is {p1 : val1, p2 : val2, . . . , pn : valn}, wherevali is
the corresponding value ofpi for that user. Since all attributes are not applicable to all
users, some of these attributes may be empty for certain users.

Representation of User Profile:Given a profile attributepi, we first discretize it if
necessary. We simply use as many bits as the number of all the possible discrete values
for pi. If the attribute is numerical data type, we partition the continuous data space into
disjoint, mutually-exclusive intervals, as shown for attribute age in figure 3. The details
of discretization method can be found in [14].

Definition 1 (Profile Vector). Given a profile of useru = {p1 : val1, p2 : val2, . . . , pn :
valn}, we define a profile vector ofu, denoted aspvu as follows:pvu = {v1, v2, . . . vn},
where eachvi is a sequence of binary digits such that the number of digits is equal to
the number of discrete values ofpi, and the digits is 1 ifvalj satisfies the corresponding
discrete value, and 0 otherwise.

Figure 3 presents how each profile attribute can be represented. For example, be-
cause all the possible values of a profile attribute,Department are two (”Human Re-
source” and ”Other Departments”), we use two bits to representDepartment: ”Human
Resource” is represented with ’10’ and ”Other Departments” is represented with ’01.’
Also, if Salary < $52,000, we represent it with ’100’, and ’001’ ifSalary ≥ $62,000.
Table 1 shows the examples of user profile vectors. For example, profile representa-
tion of the user, Doe, is〈10, 001, 10〉 because his department ’Human Resource’, is
represented as ’10’, salary, $63,000, as001, and home town, ’Newark, NJ’ as ’10’.

1 The behavioral profile is created by observing activities and habits of a user continuously.
For example, Sony TiVo box records frequently-watched television shows and generates a
behavioral profile based on the past patterns. In order to do so, information such as what kind
of activity has been done by a user at what intensity needs to be captured. In case of TiVo, type
of activity can be ’watching drama’ and level of activity can be ’2 hours.’
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Name Department Salary Home TownProfile Vector
Doe Human Resource$63,000Newark, NJ〈10, 001, 10〉

JamesOther Departments$45,000Chicago, IL 〈01, 100, 01〉
Robert Human Resource$53,000Chicago, IL 〈01, 010, 01〉

Table 1.User Profile Information

3 Moving Object Authorization Model

In this section, we review the authorization model presented in [4] that is capable of
specifying access control policies based on the spatial and temporal attributes, and suit-
ably extend it to specify policies based on the profile information of mobile users.

Definition 2 (Authorization). An authorizationα is a 4 tuple〈se, ge,m, τ〉, wherese
is a subject expressiondenoting a set of subjects,ge is a object expressiondenoting a
set of objects,m is a set of privilege modes, andτ is a temporal term. 2

The formalism to specifyse2, ge andτ has been developed in [8]. Due to space
limitations, we do not review these details in this paper. Subject expressionse can be
used to specify a set of subjects such that they are associated with (i) a set of spatiotem-
poral and/or other traditional credential attributes and/or profile attributes, (ii) a set of
subject identifiers, or (iii) a combination of both. In the same way, object expression
ge can be used to specify a set of objects such that they are associated with (i) a set of
spatiotemporal and/or other types of attributes, (ii) a set of object identifiers, or (iii) a
combination of both.

Note that the set of subjects and objects denoted byse andge can be moving objects.
Because both a subject and an object can be a moving object, to avoid confusion, from
now on, we denote the objects specified in the authorization asauth-objects(stands for
authorization objects). In a LBS environment, generally subjects are moving objects,
and location-aware information (such as near-by restaurants, route management, and
so on) is provided to subjects based on their location. A policy may state that a (mov-
ing) subject may access an auth-object such as files, printers based on the subject’s
spatiotemporal and profile attributes. Additionally, in a security policy, the (stationary)
subject is allowed to access the profile information associated with a (moving) object.

The privilege modem3 supports not only read, write, and execute privileges for tra-
ditional auth-objects but also viewing, locating, tracking, sendsmsmessage for moving
objects. A temporal termτ can be a time point, a time interval or a set of time intervals.

For a given authorizationα = 〈se, ge, m, τ〉, we denote subjects expressed byse
asα.se, objects expressed byge asα.ge, privileges asα.m, and temporal termα.τ ,
respectively.

There are two types of data associated with a moving object: spatiotemporal data
(such as location) and non-spatiotemporal data (such as the profile information). Profile

2 In [8], ce was used instead ofse.
3 Typically, the set of privilegesM forms a partial order, where the ordering relationship can be

represented with≺m.
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information denotes a set of attributes that describes a moving object. For example,
a person with handheld tracking devices can be described by her name, age, salary,
occupation, and so on. Therefore, the security policies must be able to specify under
what conditions, a mobile user wants to reveal her sensitive information. As such, given
an authorizationα, a subject expressionse and an object expressionge, it is possible
that the attributes involved in bothse andge could either be spatiotemporal in nature
or not. Therefore, we extract the spatiotemporal and non-spatiotemporal part of the
expression inα and denote them asα2 andα→, respectively. Note that, not all profile
attributes of a mobile customer are relevant. We consider only those attributes that are
involved in the entire set of policies to be included in the profile vector.

If se includes the specification of spatiotemporal region, it means that the mov-
ing subjects specified inse must be within the region to gain access to the objects
specified inge. Similarly, only the mobile objects inse that are within the region are
allowed to be accessed by the subjects specified inse, if ge includes the specification
of spatiotemporal region. Thus, an authorization embeds a spatiotemporal region for
specifying authorizing conditions forse or ge.

In the following, we present some examples of security policies.

– Policy 1: In order to get a personalized promotion deal, a mobile customer is willing
to reveal her age and salary information to a merchant, provided she is within 10
miles from the shopping mall during evening hours. This policy can be expressed
as follows.
α1 = 〈merchant(i), {customer(j) ∧ location(j)=circle((50,60),10)∧ [5pm, 9pm]∧
age(j) ∧ salary(j) }, smsmessage〉
Here, only the attributes involved inge are spatiotemporal in nature, but not those
involved inse. In the above,α2

1 is represented by a circle centered at (50,60) with
radius 10 miles andt-axis interval = [5pm, 9pm]. Also,α→1 = 〈∗∗, ∗∗∗, ∗∗〉 because
policy 1 does not evaluate the profiles of mobile users.

– Policy 2: When a mobile user enters the Newark Liberty International Airport, taxi
companies are allowed to access her current location information if she is within
the airport during office hours.
α2 = 〈taxi company(i), {customer(j) ∧ location(j)=rectangle(10, 70, 2, 2)∧ [9am,
5pm]}, locate〉4
Here, only the attributes involved inge are spatiotemporal in nature.α2

2 is rep-
resented by a three dimensional rectangle withx-axis interval = [10, 12],y-axis
interval = [70, 72], andt-axis interval = [9am, 5pm].α→2 = 〈∗∗, ∗ ∗ ∗, 01〉 because
α2 evaluates only the profile attribute ’Home Town’.

– Policy 3: Any employee can send a print job if she is currently located at the office
during the office hours.
α3 = 〈emp(i) ∧ rectangle(i)=(3,5,1,2)∧ [9am, 5pm], printer(j), write 〉
Here, only the attributes involved inse are spatiotemporal in nature, but not those
involved in ge. α2

3 is represented by a three dimensional rectangle withx-axis

4 Services such as thegazetteer service[9] that convert canonical geographic area names into
geo-coordinates are available today. For example, a place name such as “Newark Airport, NJ”
can be converted into the coordinates as shown above.
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interval = [3, 4],y-axis interval = [5, 7], andt-axis interval = [9am, 5pm]. Also,
α→3 = 〈∗∗, ∗∗∗, ∗∗〉 because policy 3 does not evaluate the profiles of mobile users.

– Policy 4: A human resource employee is allowed to access performance records of
employees only during office hours and while he is physically in his office.
α4= 〈 emp(i) ∧ department(i) = ’humanresource’∧ rectangle(i)=(3,5,1,2)∧ [9am,
5pm]}, {performancerecord(j)}, read〉
Only the attributes involved inse are spatiotemporal in nature, but not those in-
volved inge. α2

4 is represented by a three dimensional rectangle withx-axis inter-
val = [3, 4],y-axis interval = [5, 7], andt-axis interval = [9am, 5pm]. Also,α→4 =
〈10, ∗ ∗ ∗, ∗∗〉 becauseα4 evaluates only the profile attribute ’Department’.

One main characteristic of authorization in the mobile environment is that the cor-
responding subject and object forse and ge are dynamically defined based on their
location. For example, in a given authorizationα, if α.ge specifies a region of Newark,
NJ, α.se is authorized to access all the moving objects that lie within Newark, NJ to
perform the privilegeα.m on them. Thus, as time elapses, the list of authorized objects
are being changed depending their movement inwards or outwards to the authorized
area.

4 Unified Index Scheme for Moving Objects

In this section, we introduce our novel unified index structure, called the SSTP -tree that
supports efficient enforcement of security policies based on present user locations as
well as profiles. SSTP -tree is a balanced tree. Each node in the SSTP -tree comprises of
the spatiotemporal attributes as well as a profile bounding vector, denoted asPV B (ex-
plained later), in order to support the profile conditions.PV B works similar to MBR
(Minimum Bounding Rectangle) in R-tree. MBR in R-tree works as a coarse spatial
filter that is used as a pre-filter to perform a more computationally expensive overlap-
ping polygon checking [10]. Similarly, the role of profile bounding vector is to filter out
profile conditions that do not satisfy the designated profile query conditions.
Profile Bounding Vector: In the following, we define a bounding vector that covers a
set of profile vectors belonging to a set of users.

Definition 3 (Profile Bounding Vector).Given a set of profile vectorsPV = {pv1, pv2,
. . . pvn}, such that eachpvi = {vi1, vi2, . . . vim}. A profile bounding vector ofPV , de-
noted asPV B = {{v11 ∨ v21 . . . vn1}, {v12 ∨ v22 . . . vn2}, . . . {v1m ∨ v2m . . . vnm}}.

Let us consider once again the example in section 3 to explain the concept of
PV B . The set of profile attributes is department, salary, and home town. Consider the
three profile vectors,pvDoe = 〈10, 001, 10〉, pvJames = 〈01, 100, 01〉, andpvRobert =
〈01, 010, 01〉. Then,PV B of two users, Doe and James is〈11, 101, 11〉, andPV B of
all three users is〈11, 111, 11〉.

Given a set ofPV Bs, hierarchical structure can be formed. Suppose we have three
PV Bs.

PV B
1 = 〈11, 011, 10〉

PV B
2 = 〈10, 010, 10〉

PV B
3 = 〈01, 001, 10〉
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ThesePV Bs can be organized in a hierarchical structure withPV B
2 andPV B

3 as the
children ofPV B

1 . EachPV B boundsPV Bs of all of its children. Therefore, the root
of the hierarchy covers the set ofPV Bs of all of its descendants.

Construction of SSTP -Tree: SSTP -tree is constructed similar to that of the tree struc-
ture described in section 2.1, butPV B is updated accordingly during the insertion of
new objects. As discussed in section 2, each moving object is represented with its spa-
tiotemporal and profile attributes. Thus, each node in the SSTP -Tree includes atpbr and
a PV B for specifying the spatiotemporal and profile conditions, respectively. When a
new moving object is being inserted into SSTP -tree, the first operation is to find a target
leaf node that enlarges thetpbr of the node smallest among all the leaf nodes. After
inserting the object into the target leaf node, we updatetpbr andPV B of the target
leaf node if necessary. Iftpbr or PV B of the parent node does not enclose all of its
children as a result of inserting a new object into the target leaf node, we update them
accordingly in the parent node. The same operation is applied to its parent node until
the root node is reached recursively.

Relationships Between Authorization and Node: Given an authorizationα and a
nodeN , we are interested in different cases of spatiotemporal andPV B relationships
betweenα andN .

– Spatiotemporal Relationship
• α2 ⊃st N2: spatiotemporal extent ofα encloses that ofN .
• α2 ∩st N2: spatiotemporal extent ofα overlaps with that ofN .
• α2 ⊗st N2: spatiotemporal extent ofα is disjoint with that ofN .

– Profile Bounding Vector Relationship
• α→ ⊃p N→: α→ enclosesN→ if for each non-zero profile attribute vector5

of α→ andN→, bitwise ’OR’ operation ofα→ andN→ results inα→.
• α→∩p N→: α→ overlaps withN→ if for each non-zero profile attribute ofα→

andN→, their bitwise ’AND’ operation results in a non-zero profile attribute
vector.

• α→ ⊗p N→: α→ is disjoint withN→ if for each non-zero profile attribute of
α→ andN→, their bitwise ’XOR’ operation results in all “1”s in the resultant
vector.

Because the spatiotemporal relationships are straightforward, here we focus on pro-
file bounding vector relationships between an authorization and a node. First, in case
of ⊃p relationship, observe that for every bit value of ’0’ ofα→, the corresponding bit
value ofN→ must be ’0’ because there must not exist any profile attribute value that
only N→ includes butα→ does not. Therefore, bitwise ’OR’ operation would generate
the same value withα→. Also, in case of∩p relationship, we need to see if there exists
any common profile attribute value betweenα andN→. Therefore, if bitwise ’AND’
operation results in a non-zero profile vector, we know that there exists common value
set. Finally, in case of⊗p relationship, we knowα andN→ should not share any profile
attribute value that is common to each other. The bitwise ’XOR’ operation is used for
checking this condition, and the result of ’XOR’ must include all ’1’s in the resultant
N→.

5 A non-zero profile attribute vector refers to a binary vector that includes the value “1” in at
least one bit
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α→ N→ AND OR XOR Relationship
110 011 010 111 101 α→ ∩p N→

110 010 010 110 100 α→ ∩p N→, α→ ⊃p N→

110 001 000 111 111 α→ ⊗p N→

Table 2.Bitwise Operation Results

Supposeα→ = 〈∗∗, 110, ∗∗〉, which implies that the authorizationα is given to
the users with salary< $62,000. Observe that becauseα evaluates the profile attributes
’Salary’ only, we do not evaluate other profile attributes such as ’Department’ or ’Home
Town’. Therefore, as long as a user’s salary is less than $62,000, she meets the profile
conditions ofα. Considering the samePV B

1 , PV B
2 , PV B

3 in the previous section, sup-
poseN→

1 = PV B
1 , N→

2 = PV B
2 , andN→

3 = PV B
3 . We know thatN→

1 andN→
2

include a user within this salary range whileN→
3 does not include any user within the

specified salary range. Also, in case ofN→
2 , all the value ranges of profile attributes

for N→
2 are also included inα→. Table 2 shows the results of bitwise AND, OR, XOR

operations betweenα→1 andN→
1 , N→

2 , andN→
3 with their profile bounding vector re-

lationships.

Authorizations Overlaying: The overlaying strategy traverses the SSTP -tree from the
root node to leaf level by recursively comparing both the spatiotemporal extents and
PV Bs of the overlaying authorization and each node in the traversal path. Let us de-
note the spatiotemporal extent of a nodeN asN2, andPV B asN→. All the possible
scenarios for this comparison are as follows:

– Case 1:If (α2 ⊃st N2) ∧ (α→ ⊃p N→) is true, we stop traversing and overlayα
onN . This overlaying strategy has several benefits. First of all, we overlay the au-
thorizations on the first node encountered on the traversal path that totally encloses
the spatiotemporal region andPV B . As a result, authorizations are overlaid as high
up as possible in the tree [4]. Because user access request evaluates also from the
root node to the leaf level, authorizations that have been issued for the subject of
the access request would be encountered as early as possible. Due to our overlaying
strategy, existence of a relevant authorization in the traversal path for a subject of
the access request means that all the moving objects stored at the subtree rooted at
the node are already authorized. Therefore, we do not need to evaluate authoriza-
tions for the access evaluation process for the subtree. Observe that after overlaying
an authorization on a node, it is not necessary to overlay the same authorization on
any of its descendants.

– Case 2:Else if (α2⊗stN
2) ∨ (α→⊗pN→) is true, we stop the overlaying process.

This is because, if subjects ofα do not have a privilege toN2 or N→, α is not ap-
plicable to moving objects stored at the subtree rooted atN . Also, becauseN2 and
N→ includes all the spatiotemporal extents andPV Bs of all of N ’s descendants,
there is no reason to traverse further to the leaf level.

– Case 3:Else if (α2 ∩st N2) ∨ (α→ ∩p N→) is true, the overlaying strategy is
different depending on the level ofN .
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Fig. 4.Authorization Overlaying Process in SSTP -tree

• If N is a non-leaf node, we traverse to each ofN ’s children nodeC, and the
same comparison betweenα andC is processed. This is because there may
exist a descendent node whose spatiotemporal extent andPV B is enclosed by
that ofα.

• If N is a leaf node, we overlayα on N . This is because at least one of the
moving objects stored inN comply with the spatiotemporal and profile speci-
fication ofα. Therefore, in order not to discard any relevant authorization, we
need to overlayα onN .

Figure 4 presents the overlaying process in the SSTP -tree. It shows that a node
N1 is a root node of the tree, andN2, N3 are the children nodes ofN1. Consider an
authorizationα1 to be overlaid on the SSTP -tree.α1 cannot be overlaid on the nodeN1

sinceα→1 ∩p N→
1 , which belongs to the case 3 above. Therefore, we need to traverse

down toN1’s children nodesN2 andN3. The first traversal path is toN2, andα1 can
actually be overlaid onN2 becauseα2

1 ⊃st N2
2 andα→1 ⊃p N→

2 , which is case 1.
Another traversal path toN3 is stopped becauseα→1 ⊗p N→

3 , which belongs to case 2.

5 User Access Request Evaluation

In this section, we present the details of user access request evaluation. Typically, a user
request is of the form of requesting objects in the area of interest that satisfy a certain
profile criteria. For example, a merchant is interested in sending promotion deals to mo-
bile customers who are near a mall and whose salary is greater than $52,000. However,
such promotion deals should be reached to only to the customers who are willing to re-
veal their salary information to that merchant (specified in the authorization) to receive
the promotion deal.

A user request is denoted asU = 〈s,2, V, m〉 wheres is the subject requesting
access,2 is the spatiotemporal extent that the subject is interested in,V is interested
profile vector, andm the access mode. We denoteU.s, U2, U→, andU.m to denote the
subject, the spatiotemporal extent, the profile vector, and the access mode of the user
access requestU , respectively. For example, if a merchant A wants to locate mobile
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customers who are 10 miles from the shopping mall and whose salary is greater than
$52,000, the user request would beU =〈merchantA, circle((50,60),10),〈011〉, locate〉.

Algorithm 1 UserAccessRequestEvaluation
1: Input: nodeN , User Access RequestU , Booleanauthorized
2: Output: a set of authorized moving objectsresultSet
3: if U2 ⊗{x,y,t} N2 OR CheckPV(U→, N→) = disjoint then
4: return NIL
5: end if
6: if There exists overlaid authorizations inN then
7: Λ(N) ← CheckUserIDAuth(U, N )
8: end if
9: resultSet ← NIL

10: if authorized = false AND Λ(N) 6= ∅ AND N is a non-leaf nodethen
11: if Λ(N) 6= NIL AND U2 ∩{S,T} N2 AND CheckPV(U→, N→) = disjoint then
12: authorized ← true
13: end if
14: else ifauthorized = false AND Λ(N) 6= ∅ AND N is a leaf nodethen
15: for eachα in Λ(N) do
16: if N2 ∩ U2 AND CheckPV(U→, N→) = overlap) then
17: resultSet ← resultSet∪ evaluate(α, U, N )
18: end if
19: end for
20: return resultSet
21: end if
22: if authorized = true AND N is a leaf nodethen
23: return evaluate(U, N )
24: end if
25: for each childc in N do
26: MUserAccessRequestEvaluation(c, U , authorized)
27: end for

Algorithm 1 discusses the details of user access request processing. The initial
function call is UserAccessRequestEvaluation(R,U, false) whereR is a root node of
SSTP -tree. The evaluation process starts with the root node by comparing the spa-
tiotemporal extents and the profile vectors of the user request and each nodeN in-
volved in the top-down traversal. At the same time, the evaluation process searches for
the relevant authorizations.

Given a user requestU , we say an authorizationα as relevant toU if the set of
subjects evaluated byα.se includesU.s andU.m ≺m α.m for U.s overlaid on the
nodeN . We denote the relevant authorizations at a nodeN on the tree asΛ(N) ={α ∈
overlaid authorizations onN | U.s ∈ α.se, U.m ≺m α.m }. The comparison among
U , N andΛ(N) during the traversal results in the following cases.

Case 1: (U2 ⊗st N2) ∨ (U→ ⊗p N→) is true: The disjoint relationship implies that all the
moving objects stored at the subtree rooted atN are not within the spatiotemporal
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region or do not meet the profile condition for the user requestU . Regardless of the
existence of relevant authorizations forU at N , the moving objects stored at the
subtree rooted atN are not within the user’s interests. Therefore, the traversal stops
regardless of the existence of overlaid authorizations.

Case 2: (Λ(N) 6= ∅) ∧ ((U2 ∩st N2) ∨ (U→ ∩p N→)) is true: If N is a non-leaf node,
although all the moving objects stored at the subtree rooted atN are authorized,
the user wants to retrieve a subset of moving objects whose locations are within
U2 and whose profiles are enclosed byU→. Therefore, for the subtree rooted at
N , we retrieve moving objects whose location overlaps withU2 and whose profile
condition overlaps withU→. We do not need to evaluate authorizations during the
traversal because the subtree rooted atN is already authorized byΛ(N).
If N is a leaf node, because we overlay authorizations on a leaf-node in an enclosing
case as well as overlapping case, not all of the moving objects inN are authorized.
Thus, for allα ∈ Λ(N), return the moving objects that are located withinα2 ∩st

U2 and whose profiles are overlapped withα→ ∩p U→.
Case 3: (Λ(N) = ∅) ∧ ((U2 ∩st N2) ∨ (U→ ∩p N→)) is true: If N is a non-leaf node,

access control decision cannot be made because there is a possibility that a relevant
authorization may be overlaid on a descendent node ofN . Thus, evaluation process
repeats for all the children nodes ofN . If N is a leaf node, we reject the access
request because there exists no relevant authorization forU during the traversal.

Case 4: (Λ(N) 6= ∅) ∧ ((U2 ⊃st N2) ∧ (U→ ⊃p N→)) is true: There exists at least one
relevant authorization forU is overlaid onN . If N is a non-leaf node, because the
spatiotemporal extents and profiles stored at the subtree rooted atN are authorized,
all the moving objects stored at leaf nodes of the subtree rooted atN are allowed
to be accessed byU.s. Therefore, there is no need to evaluate authorizations on
the subtree rooted atN . In addition, spatiotemporal and profile vector comparisons
would not be required either because all the moving objects stored at the subtree
rooted atN are within the user’s interests. IfN is a leaf node, some of the moving
objects inN may not meet the conditions set byU . Thus, for allα ∈ Λ(N), the
algorithm would return all the moving objects that are located withinα2 and whose
profiles are overlapping with those ofα→.

Case 5: Λ(N) = ∅ ∧ ((U2 ⊃st N2) ∧ (U→ ⊃p N→)) is true: Although all the moving
objects stored at the subtree rooted at non-leaf nodeN meet the spatiotemporal and
profile conditions ofU , access control decision cannot be made because there is a
possibility that a relevant authorization may be overlaid on a descendent node of
N . Thus, evaluation process repeats for all the children nodes ofN . If N is a leaf
node, we reject the access request because there exists no relevant authorization for
U .

Note that, in algorithm 1, the operation CheckUserIDAuth() returns relevant au-
thorizations forU among the overlaid authorizations in the nodeN . CheckPV(A,B)
returnsoverlap (if A ∪p B), disjoint (if A ⊗p B), andenclose (if A ⊃p B). The
overloading function evaluate() returns the moving objects whose location and profile
conditions meet the user request, and which are stored in the leaf nodeN .
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SSTP -Tree Separate Index Structures
If m < M − k/s Else Index for moving objectsIndex for profiles
Ω(logmN ) Ω(logM−k/s N ) Ω(logmN ) Ω(logmN )

Table 3.Number of Disk Access

User Access Request Performance Analysis:We present an informal analysis of the
complexity of user request evaluation by comparing the performance between the pro-
posed SSTP -tree and the where there are two separate index structures (one for moving
objects and another for profile). For the discussion, we do not consider authorizations
because the overlaying procedure does not change the structure of the tree. Overlaying
simply stores the relevant authorizations on the nodes of the tree, which does not incur
any changes on the structure of the tree.

For the analysis, let us suppose the following:

– N is the number of moving objects: That is, there areN number of location infor-
mation andN of profile vectors.

– The number of children (or data) that each non-leaf (or leaf) node includes is be-
tweenm andM where 2≤ m ≤ M /2: this implies that the height of the tree is
bounded by [logMN , logmN ]

– k is the size ofPV B in bytes
– b is the disk page size in bytes
– s is the size of location information and profile vector (in bytes)

If a tree does not store aPV B in a node,M = b/s becauseM is the maximum
number of children node or data that can be stored in each disk page without considering
thePV B . However, in case of SSTP -Tree,k bytes are reserved to store aPV B for each
node. Thus, the maximum number of data (children) for each disk page is

(b− k)/s = b/s− k/s (1)

= M − k/s (2)

Thus, the height of SSTP -tree is
– If m < M − k/s, the height = [logm N , logM−k/s N ].
– Else, the height = [logM−k/s N , logm N ]

The number of disk accesses for user request is summarized in 3. Ifm < M − k/s,
it is obvious that the SSTP -tree shows better performance (fewer disk accesses) because
in this case, the proposed tree would generate the exactly same structure of tree as that
from the separate index for moving objects. Thus, separate indexes would need to access
the number of nodes from the profile index additionally than the SSTP -tree.

6 Conclusions

Recently, unified index structures,sTPR-tree and SPPF -tree, have been proposed to
organize both moving objects and authorizations specified over them. However, both
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approaches are not capable of evaluating security policies that include profiles because
the index structure can support only spatiotemporal regions of security policies. In this
paper, we have proposed an index structure, called the SSTP -tree, which enables one to
enforce and evaluate the security policies that include profiles of moving objects. We
provide an informal analysis to show that the proposed structure is more efficient than
maintaining indexes independently for moving objects and authorizations, and profiles.
Currently, we are in the process of implementing the proposed tree to experimentally
validate the gain in performance with respect to the independent cases.
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